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Platelet-Rich Plasma Augmentation in Meniscal
Repair Surgery: A Systematic Review of

Comparative Studies

Eric D. Haunschild, B.S., Hailey P. Huddleston, B.S., Jorge Chahla, M.D., Ph.D.,
Ron Gilat, M.D., Brian J. Cole, M.D., M.B.A., and Adam B. Yanke, M.D., Ph.D.
Purpose: To systematically review the literature on meniscal repair surgery and assess functional and radiographic
outcomes of platelet-rich plasma (PRP)eaugmented repair compared with standard repair techniques. Methods: A
systematic review of the literature was completed according to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines using the PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase, and Cochrane databases. The inclusion
criteria included all human studies testing PRP augmentation of meniscal repair written in the English language. All
cadaveric, animal, and basic science studies were excluded from review. The quality of the included publications was
assessed prior to data extraction through the Jadad score. Risk of bias was further determined by Methodological Index for
Non-randomized Studies (MINORS) and Cochrane risk-of-bias assessments. Heterogeneity in outcomes reported across
studies was evaluated using I2 statistic calculations. Results: A total of 5 studies (1 with Level I evidence; 1, Level II; and 3,
Level III) met the inclusion criteria for this review, all comparing PRP augmentation of meniscal repair surgery versus
meniscal repair with no augmentation. Overall quality and risk of bias in the included studies varied substantially (Jadad
score, 1-5; Methodological Index for Non-randomized Studies score, 7-18). Three comparative studies found no significant
difference in outcome or failure, whereas the other two showed a significant improvement in PRP-augmented repairs at
final follow-up. Two studies assessed healing with postoperative magnetic resonance imaging or second-look arthroscopy,
with both showing significantly improved outcomes in the PRP-treated groups (P < .01 and P ¼ .048). PRP preparation
techniques and composition differed among all studies and were inconsistently reported. Conclusions: In early and
limited investigations, there is insufficient evidence to support PRP augmentation of meniscal repair surgery improving
functional and radiographic outcomes and resulting in lower failure rates compared with standard repair techniques.
There is considerable heterogeneity in the reporting and preparation of PRP used for augmentation. Level of Evi-
dence: Level III, systematic review of Level I to III studies.
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and etiology, with some tears unable to heal and
requiring meniscectomy. In addition, for degenerative
tears, recent evidence has shown that surgical inter-
vention may have no effect on long-term outcomes
compared with conservative management.3,4 In select
peripheral and well-vascularized lesions traditionally
treated by meniscectomy, meniscal repairs have shown
significantly improved outcomes and a reduced onset of
osteoarthritis at long-term follow-up.5 Correspondingly,
the incidence of meniscal repairs relative to meniscec-
tomy has increased in recent years,6 with continued ef-
forts focused on optimizing treatment and functional
outcomes.
As defined by the American Academy of Orthopaedic

Surgeons, “orthobiologics” are naturally occurring
substances in the body used to accelerate healing after
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injury.7 One type of orthobiologic, platelet-rich plasma
(PRP), has recently emerged as a promising treatment
to promote healing in soft-tissue and chondral injury.
With its high concentrations of platelets and growth
factors, PRP has enhanced the activity and regeneration
of meniscal cells using in vitro models.8,9 However, in
the available literature, clinical uses of PRP in meniscal
repair have been more variable, with differing in-
dications, PRP preparation techniques, and outcomes.
The aim of this investigation was to systematically

review the literature on meniscal repair surgery and
assess functional and radiographic outcomes of PRP-
augmented repair compared with standard repair
techniques. We hypothesized that PRP augmentation
would result in improved outcomes and lower failure
rates after meniscal repair.

Methods

Search Strategy
This investigation was completed in accordance with

the 2009 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Re-
views and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement. A sys-
tematic review of the use of PRP during surgical repair
of meniscal tears was completed with a comprehensive
published literature search in the MEDLINE, PubMed,
and Embase databases; Cochrane Database of System-
atic Reviews; and Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials. The references of the investigations
found in this search were cross-referenced to identify
additional pertinent studies not identified in the original
searches. All searches were performed in July 2019.
They were performed combining the following key-
words: (1) “PRP” or “platelet-rich plasma” or “plasma
rich fibrin” or “leukocyte-poor” or “leukocyte-rich”; (2)
“meniscus” or “meniscal” or “medial meniscus” or
“lateral meniscus” or “meniscal tear”; and (3) “repair”
or “surgery” or “augmentation.” Systematic review
registration was performed in July 2019 using the
PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Sys-
tematic Reviews (No. 145250).

Study Selection and Data Extraction
This study included all clinical investigations meeting

the following inclusion criteria: PRP use during arthro-
scopic meniscal repair surgery, English language, and
human subjects. The exclusion criteria included all ani-
mal studies, cadaveric studies, basic science in-
vestigations, review articles, expert opinions,
investigations not using PRP, studies in which concom-
itant procedures were performed with meniscal repair,
and investigations on other surgical treatments unre-
lated to meniscal repair. The investigations included in
this study were independently reviewed for inclusion
and exclusion criteria by 2 graduate student authors
(E.D.H., H.P.H.) under the supervision of a practicing
orthopaedic surgeon (A.B.Y.), with discordant findings
reviewed by the senior author (A.B.Y.) as needed.
Because of the significant heterogeneity in meniscal tear
types and PRP preparation techniques, as well as a
number of included studies with low levels of evidence,
we elected not to proceed with a meta-analysis and
instead provide a narrative reporting of functional out-
comes and rates of healing in the included studies.
For each included investigation, demographic infor-

mation including patient cohort size and average age,
with age ranges, was recorded if available. Type of
meniscal tear, as well as meniscal repair and PRP
preparation technique, was also collected if included.
Outcome measures used in each investigation were
identified and collected, with continuous data recorded
including mean value and range as available in the
studies. All extracted data were organized in a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet in a table format prior to review.

Assessment of Study Quality and Risk of Bias
The quality of the included studies was assessed using

the Jadad score.10 The Jadad score is a criterion for the
evaluation and appraisal of randomized clinical trials. It
is based on a composite score calculated from the 5
following metrics, with 1 point for a yes answer and
0 points for a no answer: (1) Is the study self-described
as randomized? (2) Is the randomization method
described and appropriate? (3) Is the study double
blinded? (4) Is the method for double blinding appro-
priate? (5) Does the study provide descriptions of
dropouts and withdrawals?
Risk of bias in individual nonrandomized studies was

assessed with the Methodological Index for Non-
randomized Studies (MINORS) score. For comparative
studies, MINORS assesses 12 items that are scored as 0 if
unreported, 1 if reported but inadequate, and 2 if re-
ported and adequate, with an optimum score of 24.11

Higher scores indicate a lower risk of bias and vice
versa. For the included randomized trial, the Cochrane
risk-of-bias tool for randomized trials (RoB 2) was used.
All assessments were independently performed by 2

authors (1 graduate student [E.D.H.] and 1 orthopaedic
resident [R.G.]), with discordant scores reviewed and
resolved by consensus. Inter-rater reliability in assess-
ment scoring was evaluated through calculation of
Fleiss k values.

Results

Study Demographic Characteristics and Quality
Assessment
The searches performed in this study produced 228

results; when reviewed for duplicates, this number was
reduced to 163 distinct publications for screening (Fig
1). After assessment of titles and abstracts for inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria, the full-text articles of 7



Fig 1. Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-analyses (PRISMA)
flow diagram of systematic
review.
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investigations were assessed for eligibility. Of these, 1
was excluded because it presented only a hypothesis.12

Another included a cohort of PRP-augmented meniscal
repairs but did not adequately delineate results between
cases that received concomitant ACL reconstruction
and those that did not.13 The remaining 5 studies
met all criteria and were included in this investigation.
Of the 5 included studies, 3 were retrospective studies
with Level III evidence,14-16 1 was a prospective ran-
domized controlled trial with Level I evidence,17 and 1
was a nonrandomized prospective trial with Level II
evidence.18

Study quality assessment in all included studies
varied significantly, with Jadad scores ranging from 1
to 5 and MINORS scores ranging from 7 to 18 in
nonrandomized studies. The randomized trial by
Kaminski et al.17 was evaluated to have a low risk of
bias on Cochrane risk-of-bias assessment. Independent
scoring of Jadad scores and Cochrane risk-of-bias
assessment between the 2 raters was congruent. For
MINORS scoring, inter-rater reliability was acceptable
(k ¼ 0.687).
All 5 trials included in this study compared outcomes

of patients receiving PRP augmentation during menis-
cal repair but differed in PRP preparation technique and
type of meniscal tear treated. The findings regarding
functional and radiographic outcomes with PRP
augmentation were variable. Details of the 5 included
studies are presented in Table 1.
Comparative Study Results
The subjects receiving PRP with meniscal repair in all

trials were compared against control groups either
receiving a sham saline solution injection or receiving no
augmentation at the timeof repair (Table 2). Pujol et al.16

compared standard repair of horizontal tears of the
medial or lateral meniscus with repair augmented by
PRP. They found modest improvements in outcomes in
the PRP cohort, with significant improvements in the
Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)
pain (P¼ .046) and sports (P¼ .03) parameters at amean
of 32.2 months’ follow-up. However, the KOOS symp-
toms, daily activity, and quality-of-life parameters, as
well as International Knee Documentation Committee
(IKDC) outcomes and postoperative failure rates, were
insignificantly different from the control group at final
follow-up. Dai et al.14 retrospectively compared PRP
augmentation of discoid meniscal tears, finding no dif-
ference in failure rates or Lysholm (P ¼ .306), visual
analog scale (P¼ .321), and Ikeuchi (P¼ .601) outcome
scores at a mean follow-up of 20.6 months. Similarly, an
investigation by Griffin et al.15 of a comparably sized
cohort of patients undergoing PRP-augmented repairs of
several different types of meniscal tears found no dif-
ferences in failure rates (P¼ .89), return to sport orwork,
and Lysholm (P ¼ .059) and IKDC (P ¼ .55) outcome
scores at a mean of 48 months’ follow-up.
Two studies prospectively evaluated the effect of PRP

augmentation on meniscal repair. In a nonrandomized



Table 1. Study Characteristics of Included Investigations

Authors Study Design (n) LOE

Jadad

Score

MINORS

Score Age, Mean (Range), yr

Follow-up,

Mean (Range),

mo Outcomes Measured

Definition of

Treatment Failure Findings

Radiographic

Outcomes

Type of Meniscal Tear

Repaired

Operative Repair

Technique

Dai et al.14 Retrospective cohort

(29: 14 in PRP

group and 15 in

control group)

III 1 16 PRP: 32.4 (13-52)

Control: 30.3

(14-50)

20.6 (12-27) VAS score, Lysholm

score, Ikeuchi

score, treatment

failure

Development of joint-

line pain and/or

locking or swelling

development after

surgery; symptoms

in ipsilateral knee

requiring repeated

arthroscopy within

follow-up period

(1) Significant

improvements in

Lysholm, VAS, and

Ikeuchi scores from

preoperative baseline in

both PRP and non-PRP

groups at 24 mo; no

significant difference in

outcomes between

groups (2) Insignificant

difference in treatment

failure rates (7.1% in

PRP group vs 13.3% in

control group)

Not assessed All lateral meniscal

tears of discoid

menisci: 11

longitudinal, 10

complex, 7

horizontal, and 1

radial

Inside-out technique

Griffin et al. 15 Retrospective cohort

(35: 15 in PRP

group and 20 in

control group)

III 1 9 PRP: 26 (19-46)

Control: 35 (19-68)

48 (24-72) IKDC score, Lysholm

score, RTW/RTS,

treatment failure

Any reoperation on

repaired meniscus

within follow-up

period

(1) No significant

differences in outcomes

of Lysholm score, IKDC

score, and RTW/RTS

between PRP and

control groups at final

follow-up (2) Insigni-

ficant difference in

treatment failure rates

(27% in PRP group vs

25% in control group)

Not assessed Medial and lateral

meniscal repairs: 16

longitudinal, 1

complex, 3

horizontal, 9

bucket handle, 4

vertical, and 2

undersurface

Inside-out technique,

all-inside

technique, outside-

in technique,

combination of

techniques

Pujol et al.16 Retrospective cohort

(34: 17 in PRP

group and 17 in

control group)

III 1 18 PRP: 32.3

Control: 28.3

Overall range: 13-

40

32.2 (24-40) KOOS, IKDC score,

treatment failure

Any reoperation on

same knee for

meniscectomy or

iterative repair of

same meniscus

within follow-up

period

(1) Significant

improvements in KOOS

parameters for pain and

sports in PRP group

compared with control

group; no difference in

KOOS symptoms, daily

activities, and quality-

of-life parameters or

IKDC score(2) No

significant difference in

treatment failure rates

(11.8% in PRP group vs

5.8% in control group)

MRI performed at 1

yr; PRP group had

significantly

improved

radiographic

healing (5 of 17

repairs with no

hypersignal;

control had

0 without

hypersignal, P <

.01); no correlation

between

radiographic and

functional

outcomes in either

group

All horizontal tears of

medial and lateral

meniscus

Open repair,

anchoring

technique not

specified

(continued)
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Table 1. Continued

Authors Study Design (n) LOE

Jadad

Score

MINORS

Score Age, Mean (Range), yr

Follow-up,

Mean (Range),

mo Outcomes Measured

Definition of

Treatment Failure Findings

Radiographic

Outcomes

Type of Meniscal Tear

Repaired

Operative Repair

Technique

Kaminski

et al.17
Prospective

randomized

controlled trial (37:

19 in PRP group

and 18 in control

group)

I 5 d PRP: 30 (18-43)

Control: 26 (19-44)

54 (45-69) IKDC score, WOMAC

score, VAS score,

treatment failure

No visible healing,

healing of <50% of

tear width, or

unstable repair on

follow-up MRI or

second-look

arthroscopy

(1) IKDC score, WOMAC

score, and KOOS

significantly improved

in PRP group compared

with control group at

42-mo follow-up; no

significant difference in

VAS outcome(2) Signi-

ficantly lower treatment

failure rate in PRP

group vs control group

(15% vs 53%)

MRI at 18 wk with

insignificant

differences;

however, second-

look arthroscopy at

same time point

with significant

improvements in

healing in PRP

group compared

with control group

All unstable complete

vertical

longitudinal tears

in Cooper zone 2

All-inside technique,

inside-out

technique

Kemmochi

et al.18
Prospective

nonrandomized

trial (22: 17 in PRP

group and 5 in

control group)

II 1 7 PRF: 32.4 � 16.3 (15-

69)

Control: 20.8 � 8.8

(13-38)

6 Lysholm score, IKDC

score

Not provided No significant differences

in IKDC or Lysholm

scores at final follow-up

MRI at 6 mo; not

objectively

quantified, with "a

tendency toward

healing"

Tears defined by

location: 7 in

anterior segment, 2

in middle segment,

8 in posterior

segment, 1 in

anterior-posterior

segment, 3 in

middle-posterior

segment, and 3 in

anterior-middle-

posterior segment

All-inside technique

IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee; KOOS, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; LOE, level of evidence; MINORS, Methodological Index for Non-randomized
Studies; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PRF, platelet-rich fibrin; PRP, platelet-rich plasma; RTW/RTS, return to work/return to sport; VAS, visual analog scale; WOMAC, Western Ontario
and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index.
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able 2. Selection of Surgical Outcomes

Outcome
Measurement

Dai et al.14

(Average FU, 20.6 mo)
Griffin et al.15

(Average FU, 48 mo)
Pujol et al.16

(Average FU, 31.4 mo)
Kaminski et al.17

(Average FU, 42 mo)
Kemmochi et al.18

(Average FU, 6 mo) I2, %

KDC score
PRP treatment d 69 � 26 90.7 97.56 � 0.63 87.4 � 10.4 0
Control 76 � 17 87.9 84.77 � 0.92 91.5 � 1.2
P value .55 d .001 .13
ysholm score
PRP treatment 79.8 � 9.6 66 � 31.9 d d 95.8 � 7.1 78
Control 74.6 � 11.6 89 � 9.7 97.2 � 1.8
P value .306 .059 .69
egner score
PRP treatment d d d d 5.9 � 2.3 d

Control 7.8 � 1.6
P value .11
AS score
PRP treatment 1.2 � 1.0 d d 0.84 � 0.10 d d

Control 1.6 � 1.1 0.89 � 0.08
P value .321 .15
eoperation or
treatment failure, %
PRP treatment 7.1 27 5.8 15 d 0
Control 13.3 25 11.8 50 51
P value .58 .89 d .048 d

OMAC score
PRP treatment d d d 0.95 � 0.13 d d

Control 3.95 � 0.33
P value .002
OOS pain
PRP treatment d d 93.3 96.06 � 0.23 d d

Control 78.4 92.85 � 0.43
P value .046 .035
OOS symptoms
PRP treatment d d 90.9 96.23 � 0.31 d d

Control 86.1 92.33 � 0.48
P value d .029
OOS daily activities
PRP treatment d d 97.2 98.8 � 0.13 d d

Control 93.8 95.14 � 0.38
P value d .0004
OOS sports
PRP treatment d d 88.8 89.44 � 0.86 d d

Control 74.4 77.65 � 1.26
P value .03 .009
OOS quality of life
PRP treatment d d 78.3 80.9 � 1.09 d d

Control 74.6 66.18 � 1.17
P value d .008

NOTE. Data are presented as mean � standard deviation or mean unless otherwise indicated.
FU, postoperative follow-up; IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee; KOOS, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score;
RP, platelet-rich plasma; VAS, visual analog scale; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index.
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trial of short-term outcomes, Kemmochi et al.18 found
that patients receiving PRP and platelet-rich fibrin
membrane augmentation showed no significant differ-
ence in Lysholm (P ¼ .69) or IKDC (P ¼ .13) outcome
scores at 6 months after surgery. Kaminski et al.17

completed a double-blind, randomized controlled trial
of PRP augmentation and tracked long-term outcomes.
At 42 months after surgery, patients with PRP augmen-
tationhad significantly improved IKDC scores (P¼ .001),
Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index scores (P¼ .002), and scores for all 5
KOOS parameter functional outcomes but showed no
difference in visual analog scale scores (P ¼ .15)
compared with control. In addition, they found signifi-
cantly lower failure rates (P ¼ .048) in the PRP-treated
repair group compared with the control group.

PRP Preparation
Each of the 5 investigations used different preparation

techniques and amounts of PRP at the time of surgery,



Table 3. Reporting of PRP Preparation Process: Part 1

Authors Activation
Post-Preparation

Analysis
Initial Platelet
Concentration

Final
Platelet Count

Platelet
Increase Factor

Leukocyte Status
(Increase Factor
If Provided)

Growth
Factors

Final
Volume, mL

Dai et al.14 d Yes d d �6.4 � 1.4 Leukocyte rich
(�6.1 � 1.6)

d 4

Griffin et al.15 d d d d d Leukocyte poor d d
Pujol et al.16 d d d d d Leukocyte rich d 5
Kaminski

et al.17
Thrombin Yes 150-400 (�1000/mL) 1,980 (�1,000/mL) d Leukocyte rich Yes 8

Kemmochi
et al.18

d Yes d d �5.5 (3.4-9.1) Leukocyte rich d 2.4

PRP, platelet-rich plasma.
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as shown in Tables 3 and 4. Griffin et al.15 used a
Cascade PRP system (MTF Biologics) to prepare
leukocyte-poor platelet-rich fibrin in all patients.
Kemmochi et al.18 prepared leukocyte-rich platelet-rich
fibrin for all patients undergoing PRP augmentation.
Pujol et al.16 used the GPS III system (Zimmer Biomet)
to produce leukocyte-rich PRP. Finally, Dai et al.14 and
Kaminski et al.17 prepared leukocyte-rich PRP of
differing concentrations for all subjects. Among the
investigations that reported data, the amount of PRP
used during augmentation ranged from 2.7 to 8 mL.

Postoperative Arthroscopic and Radiographic
Findings
In 2 of the 5 included studies, healing on post-

operative imaging or second-look arthroscopy was used
as an outcome measure. Pujol et al.16 investigated
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 1 year post-
operatively, finding that the PRP group had signifi-
cantly fewer patients with meniscal hypersignaling than
the control group (12 of 17-PRP augmented MRI scans
vs 17 of 17 control MRI scans, P < .01). However, no
correlation was found between radiographic and func-
tional outcomes in either group. In the study of
Kaminski et al.,17 patients received MRI scans 18 weeks
after surgery, and no significant difference in their
objective findings was observed (P ¼ .54). A subset of
patients from either group received second-look
arthroscopy prior to final follow-up, with the PRP
group showing significantly improved healing rates
compared with the control group (P ¼ .003). On cu-
mulative analysis of second-look arthroscopy and MRI
Table 4. Reporting of PRP Preparation Process: Part 2

Authors
Initial Whole

Blood Volume, mL Anticoagulant Processin

Dai et al.14 37 Sodium citrate
Griffin et al.15 d d Cas
Pujol et al.16 d d GP
Kaminski et al.17 120 Sodium citrate d
Kemmochi et al.18 d d d

GPS III, Gravitational Platelet Separation System III; PRP, platelet-rich p
outcomes, a significant improvement in healed or
partially healed repair rates was found when receiving
PRP augmentation (P ¼ .048). Kemmochi et al.18 per-
formed MRI in all patients 6 months after surgery but
did not provide objective radiographic outcomes, only
commenting that some MRI scans showed signs of
healing whereas others did not.
Discussion
The primary finding of this review was that in pre-

liminary investigations, there is insufficient evidence to
support a clinical benefit of PRP augmentation of
meniscal repair surgery compared with standard repair
techniques. Although, in aggregate, the studies
included in this investigation show some promising
results, they are limited by small cohort sizes and a
paucity of high levels of evidence. Further prospective
investigations with larger cohorts are essential to better
evaluate the role of PRP augmentation in this proced-
ure. This study also found significant heterogeneity and
inconsistencies in the reporting and preparation of PRP,
showing the need for standardization of PRP reporting
and use to allow for reproducibility and higher-quality
comparisons in future trials.
The outcomes included in this review varied

regarding the efficacy of PRP augmentation. Two
studies reported significant improvements in functional
outcome as well as decreased failure rates at final
follow-up ranging from 32 to 54 months.16,17 However,
the other 3 studies reported no clinical benefit of PRP
compared with standard repair.14,15,18 Reported
g Machine

Spin 1 Spin 2

Speed Time, min Speed Time, min

2,000 RPM 10 2,000 RPM 10
cade d d d d

S III d d d d

d d d d
1,000g 6 800g 8

lasma.
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radiographic outcomes were similar, with 1 study
showing significant evidence of outcome improvement
in patients receiving PRP augmentation and another
showing no difference on MRI. It should be noted that
assessment of meniscal healing after repair by MRI has
its limitations, with multiple investigations showing low
accuracy in detecting healing compared with second-
look arthroscopy.19,20 Only Kaminski et al.17 reported
second-look arthroscopy in 14 PRP-treated repairs
(77.8% of cohort) and 12 control repairs (63.2% of
cohort) at 18 weeks after surgery. In those cases, they
found a significantly greater incidence of healing when
treated with PRP augmentation, but future studies us-
ing second-look arthroscopy as an outcome measure-
ment are needed to confirm these benefits.
Meniscal repairs are being performed more

frequently, with recent investigations showing favor-
able long-term outcomes and a return to baseline ac-
tivity levels compared with patients undergoing partial
meniscectomy.21,22 However, indications for repair
remain limited by the poor vascular supply and healing
of the meniscus, resulting in significantly more reop-
erations after repair than after meniscectomy.21 Basic
science investigations have elucidated the role of
growth factors and cytokines, including platelet-derived
growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor, epidermal
growth factor, insulin-like growth factor 1, and inter-
leukin 1, in promoting DNA synthesis and cell migra-
tion across all zones of meniscal tissue.23 Platelet-
derived growth factor has been found to be particu-
larly efficacious,8,24,25 supporting the promise of PRP in
augmenting healing and improving surgical outcomes
of meniscal repair. Ishida et al.9 proved this efficacy in
an in vitro and in vivo animal model, but as our review
shows, clinical investigations of PRP use in meniscal
repair remain preliminary.
PRP treatment is one of many augmentation tech-

niques proposed in meniscal repair procedures. Several
preclinical and Level IV clinical studies have tested
autologous fibrin glues and clots,26-33 which have both
shown promise in healing and low failure rates. Others
have looked at wrapping meniscal repairs with fascial
sheaths and collagen matrices, which have also yielded
favorable outcomes in limited Level IV studies.34-36 In
an in vitro study recently published, bone marrow
aspirate concentrate was found to promote superior
healing compared with PRP in avascular meniscal le-
sions.37 There are currently no high-quality studies
comparing the effectiveness of these different modal-
ities, and further research is necessary to elucidate the
optimal augmentation therapy.
A significant challenge in assessing the effectiveness

in PRP is a lack of standardization in PRP dosing and
preparation. In this review, different amounts and
concentrations of leukocyte-rich PRP, leukocyte-poor
PRP, and platelet-rich fibrin were tested, with no 2
studies using the same method. The effect of leukocyte
count on tissue healing has been well studied, with
leukocyte-rich formulations found to produce greater
acute inflammatory responses, suggesting a benefit to
leukocyte-poor PRP preparations.38,39 Because no
studies in this review compared leukocyte-rich and
leukocyte-poor PRP, no conclusions can be made as to
the relative effects, if any, of leukocyte count on
meniscal healing or functional outcomes. Moreover,
there were no consistent methods of reporting the PRP
preparation technique and final PRP composition in
any of the studies, limiting the ability to compare out-
comes across different trials. Without detailed docu-
mentation of the methods used to produce PRP and
analysis of PRP composition, it will remain challenging
to complete and compare any reproducible, high-
quality studies on PRP augmentation.

Limitations
Some limitations and sources of bias were identified

in this study. A significant limitation was the hetero-
geneity of study populations and follow-up time points
measured in the included studies, inhibiting the ability
to directly compare their results and precluding a meta-
analysis of the data extracted. In addition, only 5 studies
met the criteria for this investigation, and aside from
the study by Kaminski et al.,17 all included studies were
nonrandomized or retrospectively performed. More-
over, several confounders including type of tear,
meniscal zone of tear, operative technique, timing of
surgery, and type of meniscal tear repaired varied by
study, which may partially explain the differences in
reported outcomes because some tears are more
amenable to operative repair than others. These limi-
tations, in addition to nonstandardized PRP preparation
technique, are significant and limit the strength of the
findings and the ability to generalize the conclusions
obtained from this initial review. Finally, although the
investigations included were found through a system-
atic search, there is the potential that pertinent studies
were not included in this review.

Conclusions
In early and limited investigations, there is insuffi-

cient evidence to support PRP augmentation of menis-
cal repair surgery improving functional and
radiographic outcomes and resulting in lower failure
rates compared with standard repair techniques. There
is considerable heterogeneity in the reporting and
preparation of PRP used for augmentation.
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